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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a quasi-static
scheduling (QSS) method applicable to actor-oriented
SystemC designs. QSS determines a schedule where
several static schedules are combined in a dynamic
schedule to reduce runtime overhead. This is done by
performing as much static scheduling as possible at
compile time, and only treating data-dependent control
flow as runtime decision. Our approach improves known
quasi-static approaches in a way that it is directly appli-
cable to real world designs, and has less restrictions on
the underlying model. The effectiveness of the approach
based on symbolic computation is demonstrated by
scheduling a SystemC design of a network packet filter.

I. Introduction

Actor-oriented modeling is commonly used in modern
design of embedded systems [10]. In actor-oriented model-
ing, a system is described by concurrently executed entities
(called actors) which communicate among each other only
via dedicated channels. SystemC is a system description
language convenient for implementing actor-oriented mod-
els and widely used when developing embedded systems,
typically starting with an abstract model. Further in the
design flow, the abstract model is partitioned and individ-
ual actors or clusters of actors are mapped to resources
of a target architecture. These architectures often con-
sist of processors, capable to execute software, hardware
accelerators, memories, etc. When generating software
for a processor from actor-oriented designs, a software
scheduler is needed. This scheduler is obtained either by
computing static schedules (e.g., [1]) or by using dynamic
scheduling policies. However, as only limited models such
as synchronous or cyclo-static data flow models can be
scheduled statically [9], [11], and dynamic approaches
(e.g., round-robin) introduce enormous overhead, quasi-
static scheduling (QSS) seems to be a possible remedy.

Static schedules can be repeated infinitely often without
the need of runtime decisions, while dynamic schedules
imply runtime decisions before each execution step. In
QSS, at compile time analyses are applied to reduce
runtime decisions to the minimum of data dependent
decisions, which naturally are only decidable at runtime. A
QSS consists of static scheduling sequences and unavoid-
able runtime decisions, so called conflicts, which select
from alternative static sequences. I.e., only inevitable data
dependent scheduling decisions are decided at runtime

and static decisions are made a priori (at compile time)
where possible. While this naturally results in more com-
plex scheduling code, the runtime overhead is minimized.
Besides, guarantees on memory requirements and better
execution prediction can be given, which is difficult (or
impossible) in presence of dynamic schedules.

To subsume, important properties of quasi-static sched-
ules are: (1) minimized runtime overhead, (2) deadlock
freeness, and (3) memory boundness. To further reduce
runtime overhead, checking for availability of input data
and buffer space can be omitted. In QSS, this is already
considered at compile time. In this paper, we propose a
quasi-static scheduling approach for actor-oriented Sys-
temC models. More precisely, we will focus on the schedul-
ing of these parts of the model implemented as software
on a processing unit. As the result of this procedure, a
scheduling automaton is gained, which is used either as
scheduler for the software implementation, or can be used
to speed up the SystemC simulation.

This paper is organized as follows: The model of com-
putation is described in Section II. To utilize symbolic
methods, a symbolic representation of SystemC models
is needed. Interval diagrams are used as underlying data
structure and are explained in Section III. For the pro-
posed model of computation, a novel quasi-static schedul-
ing approach is introduced in Section IV. In Section V,
related work is revised and we differentiate our proposal
from these. Finally, we show results from applying our
symbolic quasi-static scheduling to an actor-oriented Sys-
temC design, a network packet filter, in Section VI.

II. Model of Computation

Our goal is a quasi-static scheduling method to find
schedules for actor-oriented SystemC models. For this
purpose, a well defined model of computation (MoC) rep-
resented in SystemC is needed. In order to allow as much
automation as possible, we require the SystemC model to
be transformed into SysteMoC [5], a SystemC library ca-
pable of extracting model information for analyses. Other
SystemC related approaches of modeling different MoCs
exist, e.g., [6], [12]. In contrast to [12], SysteMoC does
not demand modifications of SystemC’s simulation kernel
and is build upon standard SystemC, but avoids context
switching to gain simulation speed.
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Fig. 1. Two actors A1 and A2 communicating via two channels c1
and c2 among each other. The communication behavior is defined
by finite state machines. On transitions, predicates and actions are
annotated.
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Fig. 2. A SystemC model of a network packet filter. The Ct_merge
module is zoomed out and its implementation as SysteMoC actor is
shown.

In a SysteMoC description, each SystemC module im-
plements an actor which is defined by a finite state ma-
chine specifying the communication behavior and methods
controlled by this finite state machine. See Fig. 1 for
a graphical representation of a simple SysteMoC model.
There, two modules A1 and A2, called actors, communi-
cate via two FIFO channels c1 and c2 among each other.
Their communication behavior is defined by the depicted
state machines. On each transition data consumption and
production rates according to the associated method fi

are annotated. For example, see the transition t3 in actor
A2 from state ’0’ to state ’1’. After this transition is
taken, one single input data, called token, from the con-
nected channel c1 is consumed (via port i1). Methods (like
f3) are executed atomically and data consumption and
production is done after computing a method. Constant
methods (e.g., g in Fig. 1), called guards, are used to test
values of internal variables and data in the input channels.
Hence, SysteMoC resembles FunState (Functions driven
by State machines) [18] and also realizes a rule-based
model of computation [13]. If the predicates (guards and
demands on available tokens/free space) annotated to a
transition evaluate to true, this transition is enabled. If
more than one transition is enabled, one is chosen non-
deterministically for taking and the annotated methods
fi, called action, will be performed atomically.

If an application is already available as a SystemC
specification, this application can be transformed into a
SysteMoC model, if some restrictions apply. E.g., commu-
nication is done via SystemC FIFOs and a sole SC_THREAD
is used. We sketch the transformation for the SystemC
module Ct_merge from Fig. 2. The figure shows the design
of a rule based network packet filter with connection track-
ing capabilities. Network packets arrive from connected

interfaces or from the host the firewall is running on, and
packets are forwarded (or discarded) based on a firewall
rule set. The simplified SystemC source code of Ct_merge
is given next.
class Ct merge : public sc module {
// ... ports & constructor including SC THREAD(process);
void proce s s ( ) {

while (1 ) {
i f ( o3 . num free ( ) && i1 . nb read ( ereq ) ) {

03 . wr i t e ( ereq ) ;
i 3 . read ( e r e s ) ;
o1 . wr i t e ( e r e s ) ;

}
i f ( o3 . num free ( ) && i2 . nb read ( ereq ) {

03 . wr i t e ( ereq ) ;
i 3 . read ( e r e s ) ;
o2 . wr i t e ( e r e s ) ;

}
}

}} ;

The SystemC module Ct_merge dispatches incoming re-
quests for connection tracking entry look ups to the mod-
ule Ct_entries and forwards the corresponding response.

Transformed into an equivalent SysteMoC actor (right
side of Fig. 2), the finite state machine controlling the
communication behavior checks for available input data
and available space on the output channels to store results.
Actions can access the values of the SysteMoC FIFOs by
help of the bracket operators indicating a read or write
offset as shown in the following listing, the implementation
of both actions from the SysteMoC actor Ct_merge.
void req ( i n po r t &in ) { o3 [ 0 ] = in [ 0 ] ; }
void r e s ( out por t &out ) { out [ 0 ] = i 3 [ 0 ] ; }

III. Symbolic Representation

To reduce the complexity of the data structures and
computations, an abstract view of the SysteMoC model
is used, which is sufficient for the scheduling task. This
abstract view only considers the communication behavior
of the model—concrete data values and data transfor-
mations performed by actions are neglected. Then, the
abstract model state is given by the current fill size of each
FIFO channel and the current state of each actor’s state
machine. For example, the abstract state of the model
shown in Fig. 1 is defined by the tuple (q1, q2, s) of integers,
with q1/q2 being the fill size of channel c1/c2, and s ∈ S,
S = {0, 1, 2}, being the state of actor A2. The state space
is spawned by these integers, i.e., Q1 ×Q2 × S. The start
state of the example is (q1, q2, s) = (0, 0, 0) and taking,
e.g., transition t1 followed by transition t3 results in the
abstract state (1, 0, 0) followed by (0, 0, 1).

Scheduling such models is done by traversing their state
space, as we show later. Traversing could be done by enu-
meration, but due to huge state spaces, this is, in general,
prohibitive. We need a way to traverse the state space
symbolically to avoid enumeration. Symbolic techniques
consider the state transition system implicitly, rather than
manipulating state sets directly. In particular, a symbolic
representation of SysteMoC models as described above is
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needed. This is done by means of characteristic functions
of model states and the state transition relation. A state
set S is represented by its characteristic function Z(s) with

Z(s) =
{

1 if s ∈ S
0 otherwise .

The characteristic function δ(s, s′) of the state transition
relation T is defined as

δ(s, s′) =
{

1 if (s, s′) ∈ T
0 otherwise .

These characteristic functions allow for usage of symbolic
functions, called image and preimage, which are the basis
for the symbolic scheduling. We define them similar to [8].
Definition 1 (Image) The Image(S,T) of a set of states
S and a set of transitions T is the set of all states which
can be reached from a state s ∈ S by taking a transition
t ∈ T : Image(S, T ) = {s′ | ∃s with Z(s) ∧ δ(s, s′)}.
Definition 2 (Preimage) The PreImage(S,T) of a set of
states S and a set of transitions T is the set of all states
which can reach a state s ∈ S by taking a transition t ∈ T :
PreImage(S, T ) = {s | ∃s′ with Z(s′) ∧ δ(s, s′)}.

We use interval diagrams [16] for symbolic encoding,
which are similar to Boolean decision diagrams (BDDs) [3].
Instead of Boolean values, a value range is associated
to each variable, and on outgoing arcs an interval is
annotated. Interval diagrams are well suited for repre-
senting transition systems using FIFO communication and
detailed description can be found in [16], [17].

IV. QSS of SysteMoC models

After introducing the model of computation for Sys-
temC designs and their symbolic representation in the pre-
vious sections, we now introduce the quasi-static schedul-
ing procedure for those models. The basic task while
scheduling a model is searching paths through the model’s
state space. As described in Section III, a single model
state consists of the current fill sizes of all queues and
the current state of the finite state automata. Note that
this abstraction neglects data values. A path x0

t0→ x1
t1→

... xj
tj→ xj+1...

tn−1→ xn through the model’s state space
is a chain of model states xi and transitions tj . Taking
transition tj transforms the model state form state xj

to state xj+1. We need a preliminary definition of the
term conflict : Two transitions leaving the same state of
an actor’s finite state machine are in conflict with each
other, if they have mutual exclusive guards.

The scheduling basically is performed as follows: As a
basis, a shortest path x0

t0→ ... xi
ti→ ... x0 from the

model’s start state x0 back to x0 is searched—taking
whatever transitions into account. If a transition tc1 on
this path is in conflict with other transitions tci

, additional
paths are searched to cope with every possible outcome of
the conflict at runtime. We call these paths alternative
paths for tc1 , as they are alternatives for the conflicting
transition tc1 encountered at the first place. At runtime,

(0,0,0) (1,0,0) (0,0,1)
(2,0,0)

(0,1,0) (0,0,0)

(1,1,0)
(2,0,1)
(4,0,0)

t1
t1 (0,0,2)(1,0,1)

(3,0,0)t1

t1

t3 t2t4

Fig. 3. A sample path search by consecutive image computation.
The dotted arrows indicate the found path, the ellipses depict the
state sets resulting from image-computations.

one of these paths dependent on the runtime decision is
chosen. These alternative paths are shortest paths from
the model state the conflict transition tc1 is originating to
any known model state, i.e., xc

tci→ ... xk. A known state xk

is any state on any path found so far. This way, a path is
known for every possible runtime decision concerning tc1 .
The described conflict handling procedure is recursively
applied to every conflict transition encountered on any
path. As the result, a clew of paths is obtained, including
a path for every possible runtime decision. This clew is a
preliminary stage of the scheduler controller automaton,
which can be constructed by simplifying the clew [17].

Because queues have limited maximum size and the
number of state machine states in actors is limited, too,
the models state space is limited. If at some point no
alternative path for a conflict transition can be found
within these state space boundaries, for the path including
the conflict a different (even longer) path is chosen. This
backtracking strategy is applied recursively if needed.
Therewith, finding a valid quasi-static schedule is guar-
anteed, if one exists within the state space. Otherwise, the
algorithm terminates unsuccessfully.

A. Path Searching
The crucial part of the scheduling algorithm is path

searching through the model’s state space. This is done
symbolically by consecutively computing the image of a
single state xi until a certain model state (e.g., known
state) is reached. The image of xi is the set of all states
reachable in a single step. The image of the image of xi is
the set of states reachable from xi in two steps, and so on.
Each set of states reached in n steps is checked for presence
of known states. If a known state is reached, at least
one path from xi to this known state must exist. By this
symbolic breath-first search, a shortest path from a single
state xi to some known state is found. For the example
in Fig. 1, the search for the initial path (from start state
(q1, q2, s) = (0, 0, 0) back to this state) is shown in Fig. 3.
Note that, in contrast to the figure, the exact relation
between states, as depicted by arrows, is not known when
computing the image of a set of states symbolically. Hence,
when a known state is reached, the only thing we know is
that at least one path must exist. A backtracking is used
to find a concrete path, based on consecutive calculating
the preimage of concrete states [17].

The example in Fig. 1 also introduces a class of conflicts
we call multi-rate conflicts. Due to the guards ¬g and g,
the two transitions t4 and t5 leaving state ’1’ of actor A2
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are in conflict. Additionally, t4 and t5 have different rates:
t4 demands one token on channel c1 while t5 demands
one free space in channel c2. To cope with such multi-
rate conflicts and effectively search for runtime dependent
alternative paths, a more advanced path searching algo-
rithm is needed. For multi-rate conflicts alternative paths
must cover the conflicting transition anywhere on the path,
not just at the beginning; it may be impossible to take
the conflicting transition because of absence of tokens or
insufficient free space for produced tokens. This is the case
for the encountered conflict (transition t4) on the path in
Fig. 3. The conflicting transition t5 is not enabled in model
state (q1, q2, s) = (0, 0, 1) due to the absence of tokens
on channel c1. By searching conflict paths including the
conflicting transition anywhere on the path, other actors
are allowed to produce (or consume) tokens, which may
enable the conflicting transition.

For the running example, an alternative path from
model state (0, 0, 1) to any known state has to be searched.
To resolve the conflict, the path has to cover the con-
flicting transition t5. When searching for paths covering
t5 anywhere on it, a path like (0, 0, 1) t1→ (1, 0, 1) t5→
(0, 0, 2) t6→ (0, 2, 0) t2→ (0, 1, 0) is found. (State (0, 1, 0)
is known from the first path and therefore a valid end
state.) Additionally, transition t4 must be forbidden on
this alternative path search—we search a runtime alterna-
tive for its usage at the first place. For this example, the
two paths together represent a valid quasi-static schedule
and a software scheduler can be derived:
while (1 ) {

t1 ( ) ; t3 ( ) ;
i f ( g ) { t1 ( ) ; t5 ( ) ; t6 ( ) ; t2 ( ) ; }
else { t4 ( ) ; }
t2 ( ) ;

}

This small example shows requirements on the path
searching algorithm: While searching alternative paths,
some transitions must be disabled. Besides, we must track
for all states if some desired transition (or one out of a
set of transitions) was used on the path reaching it, only
then the path must eventually end in a known state and
is an alternative path. Even unlocking may be needed to
find paths, i.e., if we search an alternative path for usage
of tc, tc initially is forbidden, but when using one of its
conflicting transition on a path, tc afterwards may be
necessary on this path to reach a known state.

To not lose the advantages of symbolic path searching
and avoid enumerating possible paths, we modified the
image operations in two ways to implement the path
searching symbolically: (1) image computation respects a
given set of transitions which are disabled while computing
the image, and (2) the image functions return, additionally
to the set of reachable states, the set of transitions involved
in the image computation. Therewith, the advanced path
searching, as sketched above, with disabled transitions,
unlocking, and splitting/joining state sets, can be imple-
mented efficiently.

{t5} {t1, t4} {t3}

t3 : b

t4 : a

t2 : a&b

t5 : c

t1 : a
{t2}

a) b)

Fig. 4. a) actor state with five leaving transitions. Only the guards—
runtime conditions a, b, and c—are depicted. b) the resulting transi-
tion graph.

B. Scheduling Algorithm

We now explain the quasi-static scheduling algorithm
for actor-oriented models. Here, conflicts that demand
runtime decisions are based on the relation of transitions—
two or more transitions leaving the same state of an actor’s
finite state machine can be in conflict. A conflict handling
strategy may be: Whenever using a conflicting transition
on a path, search paths starting with one of the remaining
transitions in conflict, until one path for every transition is
found. As shown above, this common conflict handling can
not cope with multi-rate conflicts. Furthermore, relations
between transitions are ignored, which could be exploited
by the scheduling procedure and lead to better results.
In the proposed scheduling algorithm, we introduce a
novel conflict handling strategy which exploits transition
relations and handles multi-rate conflicts.

As a preliminary step, before scheduling, for each state
in each actor’s state machine all outgoing transitions
including guards are analyzed. As the result, for each
state a graph is gained, which represents a relation of the
transitions leaving this state. As example, in Fig. 4a), a
state with five leaving transitions is shown. This is a part of
an actor’s state machine, simplified to only include guards
(runtime decisions) a, b, and c, as they are relevant for
the transition graph. The resulting transition graph for
these transitions is depicted in Fig. 4b). Transitions with
the same guards are put in the same equivalence class
(node), and a logical implication of the (Boolean) guards is
depicted by arrows. These transition graphs are the basis
for conflict handling. If on a path a transition including
a guard is taken, the corresponding transition graph is
used to determine the minimum number of additional
needed paths to guarantee proper execution at runtime:
Only one path for each leaf node must be searched.
Therewith, alternatives within conflicting transitions and
conflict implications are respected.

We give two examples using Fig. 4. Assume a path
... xi

t1→ ... xk is found at first, covering transition t1
with guard a. According to the transition graph, only
two alternative paths with transition t3 and t5 have to
be searched, starting from state xi. Therewith, for every
possible runtime condition paths exist. Now assume the
path ... xi

t2→ ... xk; t2 is not included in a leaf node. So, we
need to find three additional paths, starting from xi, and
covering t1 or t4, t3, and t5. By this procedure, we find the
minimum required paths to guarantee proper execution
at runtime; alternatives and implications are exploited.
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Together with the advanced path searching (search paths
that cover desired transitions anywhere on the path), the
algorithm also handles multi-rate conflicts.

The outline of the scheduling algorithm is as follows:
function f i nd s ch edu l e ( s t a r t )

2 known = { s t a r t } ; // known states
d i s ab l ed = {} ; // disabled transitions

4 ( conf , x0
t0→ x1

t1→ ...xn−1
tn−1→ x0 ) =

f i nd path ( s ta r t , known , d i sab led ,Tall ) ;
6 known = known ∪ {x1, ..., xn−1} ;

initialize schedu le with x0
t0→ x1

t1→ ...
tn−1→ x0 ;

8 while conf 6= ∅ do
(x , tchosen , d i s ab l ed ) = conf . pop ( ) ;

10 l e a f s = g e t l e a f n od e s (tchosen ) ;
l e a f s = l e a f s / d i s ab l ed ;

12 while l e a f s 6= ∅ do
tmp dis = d i s ab l ed ;

14 add transitions ≥ tchosen to tmp dis ;

( tmp conf , x0
t0→ x1

t1→ ...
tn−1→ xk ) =

16 f i nd path (x , known , tmp dis ,Tleafs ) ;
known = known ∪ {x1, ..., xn−1} ;

18 add x0
t0→ x1

t1→ ...
tn−1→ xk to schedu le ;

remove covered leaf from l e a f s ;
20 conf = conf ∪ tmp conf ;

endwhile
22 endwhile

return schedu le ;

Sole parameter of find_schedule is start, the start
state of the model. The function returns the found paths
representing the constructed schedule. The algorithm is
simplified and always finding a schedule without back-
tracking is assumed. First, a path from the model’s start
state start back to start is searched (line 5).1 find_path
expects four parameters: (1) the originating state of the
path, (2) a set of known states (possible end states), (3)
a set of disabled transitions, and (4) a set of transitions
from which this path has to cover one. As the result, a
set of conflict positions conf on the found path and the
path itself are returned. Transitions on the path that are in
conflict with other transitions need further investigation to
assure proper operation at runtime, so these occurrences
are stored in conf. In line 5, Tall denotes all transitions
of the model, thus, path searching is not limited. The
set of known states is updated by subjoining the new
states of the path (line 6), and schedule, which should
contain all found paths and eventually the found schedule,
is initialized (line 7). If there are no runtime decisions to
make, i.e., the set conf is empty after the first path search,
a static schedule is returned.

While conf contains elements, additional paths for these
conflicting transitions have to be searched (lines 8 to 22).
Elements of conf are tuples of: (1) the state some (2)
conflicting transition is originating from and (3) disabled
transitions. Function get_leaf_nodes returns the set of
sets of transitions from the transition graph (line 10).
For each leaf, one alternative path has to be searched

1It is sufficient for the first path search to find a path back to itself,
not only to the start state. With it, some initialization phase of the
model could be treated.

(lines 12 to 21). These alternative paths respect some
disabled transitions (tmp_dis) and have to cover one of
leafs’s transitions (Tleafs). If a path is found, the set
of known states is updated, the found path is added to
schedule, the covered leaf is removed from leafs, and
maybe newly encountered conflicting transitions are added
to conf (lines 17 to 20). If conf is empty, for all conflicts
alternative paths have been searched and the clew of paths
is returned, which is the basis for the quasi-static schedule.
By further reducing this clew of paths, an automaton is
the result, which represents the quasi-static schedule for
the model and is the basis of a software scheduler.

V. Related Work

In recent years, techniques related to quasi-static
scheduling using dataflow specifications [2], restricted
Petri nets [4], [7], [14], [15], or FunState [19] were pre-
sented. Key difference between these approaches and our
proposal for scheduling is the underlying abstract model.
Our model can be extracted automatically from an actor-
oriented SystemC design and has less restrictions. E.g.,
whenever an output transition in free-choice Petri nets [14]
or equal conflict nets [15] is enabled, all output transitions
of the originating place are enabled. A similar approach
is taken by Strehl et al. [19] by defining conflict states in
FunState models.

The symbolic QSS approach presented in [19] seems to
be the most promising one for actor-oriented SystemC
designs and we used it as a basis for our proposed schedul-
ing procedure. But there are two major drawbacks with
conflict states as used in the FunState approach: (1) each
transition leaving a conflict state results in a path search
while scheduling (and therewith in at least one transition
in the scheduler automaton), and (2) all transitions must
have exactly the same demands on input tokens. By the
first point, conflicting alternatives (i.e., two transitions
leaving a conflict state with the same runtime condition in
conflict with other transitions) are not respected as alter-
natives, and conflict implications are ignored. The second
point implies that no multi-rate conflicts are allowed. Our
approach has neither drawback. We extended it in several
ways and adapted it for actor-oriented designs, which
enables scheduling of not yet considered model properties
(e.g., multi-rate conflicts). Additionally, we eliminated a
manual classification step, and search only for the mini-
mum required alternative paths.

As a remedy to construct a monolithic scheduler spec-
ification automaton, we discarded the state classification
based approach, define the term conflict based on relations
of transitions, and introduced a novel conflict handling
strategy by using transition graphs. This also enables
more natural design of state machines without the need
of outsourcing conflicts and alternatives in separate states
(if this is possible at all). Summarizing, we gain several
improvements regarding the FunState method: (1) our
methodology starts with SystemC models instead of Fun-
State, which is intended for internal representation of sys-
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tems only [18], (2) construction of a monolithic automaton
with classified states, which represents the full dynamic
schedule, is avoided, (3) conflicts with different rates are
considered and can be scheduled in particular cases, (4)
transitions instead of states determine conflicts, and (5)
by introducing transition graphs, we search only for the
minimum required runtime dependent alternative paths by
respecting conflict alternatives and conflict implications,
which results in lean schedules.

VI. Example

So far, the proposed symbolic quasi-static scheduling
procedure was introduced by small examples. Next, we
apply our scheduling to a real world SystemC example,
the connection tracking network packet filter with routing
capabilities, shown in Fig. 2. The packet filter consists
of nine actors (therein 35 transitions) and 16 channels.
Filtering is done in actors Input, Output, and Forward.
Based on a rule set, a decision is made to accept or to drop
a packet. Connection tracking is done by the Conntrack
actors.

Fig. 5. The found clew of paths for the packet filter (Fig. 2). Only
each fork represents a runtime decision, between them, chains of
static scheduled transitions are depicted.

We automatically extract the finite state machine for
each actor as well as the network graph (interconnection of
the actors) from the SystemC program. From this informa-
tion, the symbolic representations of the state transition
relation and the models start state are gained. With a
maximum channel depth of four, the models state space
consists of about seven million possible states. Scheduling
this model takes seconds, including the symbolic encoding
of the model. The resulting clew of paths representing the
schedule is shown in Fig. 5. It consists of only ten runtime
decisions for which 17 alternative paths had to be searched.
This is a significant reduction of runtime decisions, as can
be seen by the static chains of transitions.

VII. Conclusions and further work

In this paper, we introduced a symbolic quasi-static
scheduling approach, which is directly and automatically
applicable to actor-oriented SystemC designs. By iden-
tifying transitions as the origin of conflicts a significant
improvement to prior approaches was achieved. The key
contributions of this paper are (1) the conflict handling
mechanism based on transition graphs, which is an efficient
instrument to determine the minimum required alternative
paths for conflicts, and (2) handling multi-rate conflicts,

which are not considered in prior approaches. By using a
real world SystemC designs, we could show the applicabil-
ity of the approach. The resulting scheduler reduced the
number of runtime decisions significantly and, hence, the
scheduling overhead for its software implementation.

In further work, we will use the found schedules not
only for generating software schedulers, but also to reduce
processing time of the SystemC simulation.
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